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Cabela' s predator fishing rods

· Discussion Starter - #1 - February 23, 2007 I just purchased two cabelas European predators casting rods, anyone ever used these rods. I've had one for years. Never any big fish on one, but carp guys love them, they will be thrown a mile They don't seem to make them heavy enough to sling big baits and heavy loads.
20 pounds line and 2 ounces sinker. I would have one if it would handle about 8 ounces of bait and sinker. · I have one and would love to have another couple. · Yes, all carpers use them in the U.S. There's rated on the curve of the dough and will really sling 1 ounce of lead forever with and openface They keep well and
by all standards the quality of the rod if your fishing in open water is like a lake, I wouldn't use them for flatties. They are designed to cast small/medium dough and cut baits and don't do well at all sling live baits. I have owned about four of them since 1991 and use them for lake fishing carp and canals for which they are
an amazing rod! will burst the 1oz sinker and a piece of shad over 100-150 yards. I tried them years ago in the river for flatties, just not enough spine to let the horse fish out of the lid or now. · Flathead in my avatar (29lb 8oz) was caught on the Predator rod Cabela 1 3/4lb curve test. He was caught in open water. I
wouldn't suggest you use these rods to flat-headed in a snag-filled area. However, this rod style in a 3lb curve dough works great for flathead. I have two setups using 3lb test curve rods. I catch for a flathead with them on the Ohio River all the time and have no problem with them. I still don't catch a really big flathead on
them, but I have no doubt they will handle it well. · Discussion Starter and #1 July 5, 2006 ive was 2 11ft, 2-1/4lb test curve predator spinning rods for over 12 years. I use them to channel cats while bankfishing in the lakes and have them thinking about buying a new one as well as a baifeeder for it. the question is, how
much is the difference in action is easier? think its 1-3/4 pound curve of the dough? hoping that someone here owns both types. does anyone have a used one for sale? :big_smile: I have a European predator Cabela 11-foot-1 3/4 lb.test curve. My old one! The closest thing I have to compare it to the stiffness is 16 feet.
Wally Marshall Tightline Special WMT16-316' M.Hvy Act.1/4-1oz. The bait is wt. 10-25 lb. Line D4 rod. I also have an old Cabela in MATCH ROD 12 feet 2-8 pounds. Line.The closest I have to compare it to the stiffness is 12 feet. Wally Marshall Mighty Lites WMM12-2UL 12'0' Ultra Lite Act. Oz. Lure wt. 2-10 lb. The K4
line of the web. I also have the WALLY MARSHALL Signature Series WMX140CP-3 14/ Lite Act. 1/16-1/4 oz. Lure wt. 4-12 ib. The L4 line of the rod. I found Wally Marshall rods to be inaccurate, but similar in action to predator and match rods. The rods of my old Kabela Kabela The old type of sliding coil rings on the
long handle. This gives you plenty of room to balance you your installation with a coil spot. My Wally Marshall rods were bought through Bass Pro. I hope this can be some help.peewee-williams Take your hunting experience to the next level with the HuntWise app. Use maps offline, get animated ScentDrift, and enjoy a
shared best experience. · Discussion Starter and #1 October 12, 2009 I just got one of those rods delivered to my house today! Its 2 1/4 model is a curve dough in spinning. I threw one of these rods some time ago with a small routine reel and I loved its light weight and it threw big!. The only thing I didn't like was the coil



seat. Stamped metal without inserts. Well, to my surprise the rod I received today was a drum seat with graphite or maybe a plastic insert on the bonnets, but an update from what I last saw. Does anyone else who owns these rods seem as impressed as I am? Predator was one of the first real surf rods I had. It was so
cheap compared to everything else, but it seemed to fit the bill for what I wanted. used it for two years and it was great. I matched it with 712z and basically threw 1 1/2 ounce bucktails. Caught a lot of 20 class strippers. It was great value for money. Eventually I switched to lami and loomis because everyone else used
them, but truthfully, if I never looked left or right, seeing what other people were using, I would be happy using this rod all the time. I'm planning a great trip up to Montauk this weekend, and yes, it might be a bit light and whiplash, but it's being stuffed in my arsenal as my spin back up and tell you the truth, just writing
about that rod makes me think he might see some action this weekend. Now where did I put that 712z..... Talk Starter - #3 October 13, 2009 I just got away from throwing a rod, with a 2oz pot sinker, Dang right he would throw! I put a dive ss1600 on it with 20lb pp. I kept looking at all these guides and how small they
were and thinking to myself. I don't know about that. I made a medium meal just over the head cast, came out my roller wheels, 106 yards! I threw two more cast and the last one was 127 yards. I didn't have any shock leader on it, so I was afraid to put everything I had into it, so I believe that alil is more distance left in
that rod. Needless to say, I was shocked! Next week I'm going to be in a hat and maybe bad get to fight the fish on it and for the money! Dang Any other fans out there? PS NO, I don't work for cabelas lol I have an old, very old one. Just out of service in 1986, there is no money for st. croix, I'll try one. This rod has been
on the cart ever since. The guides and balance are great, the reel seat is done this year I'm happy to hear about the news places I'm ordering another couple of 2 1/4 curve spin with a stratic 6000, 20pp. Was throwing metal this week and a couple of guys were like the hell dude think you can get on for throwing metal
and bucks, I can outsage most with less effort. I don't so less effort keeps me there longer, which means more NcRon fish put a shock leader, a little more weight and a lean pair. You're going to Cheat! Oh! Thanks for sharing about reel places! From bull reds, to cargo bonnet rays, even salmon and some sharks. There
are no better rods for money! I have to go order my new one, Thanks for sharing! Discussion Starter and #5 October 15, 2009 Thank you for the views! Sammens let me know how you did, and if you decide to give ole predator to try again, that LB test shocker you use and is it a spit or mono? The Btw reel seat isn't Fugi,
but it's very sturdy and keeps the coil well. No overheating. Thank you Ron You can take the rice rod bent or bending. As.. if your job is BT or something? Is it noodles/parabolic, tip wippy/hard butt, or stiff tip/soft middle? I know it's a carp rod, but I've been looking for something to throw 1-2oz. · Oh yes. What joint?
Cabelas doesn't have a photo of it. · I have this rod and love it for its easy debt. I have a Predator rod with a 3 pound test curve. This rod is paired with a Daiwa Emblem spinning coil. I use 20lb Power Pro braids. I usually throw about 2 ounces. This combo throws very far with ease. I also like this Burgandy-colored rod. ·
Al, I see you're on the left coast. I, too, when I bought my predator. You've heard more about them there. I heard a lot of guys used them for salmon on big rivers. Is that what you're using yours for? I like burgandy, but I particullary like rough wraps. Its almost like the tea-head that built the rod said: Bloody hell, for the
price they can kiss mine before I will sand it. Still going Montuak, but it will be a real nasty Nor'Easter this weekend. Great for fishing, but whiplash predator may have to wait for something lighter than 4 ounce bucktails and cans, but if the wind settles I'll start throwing it for some striped carp! Discussion Starter - #10
October 16, 2009 you can take the rod rice bent or bend. As.. if your job is BT or something? Is it noodles/parabolic, tip wippy/hard butt, or stiff tip/soft middle? I know it's a carp rod, but I've been looking for something to throw 1-2oz. Hey Eric Remember when you advised me on Cape 3 to 6 and how parabolic it was?
The bends are in a good C when loaded. This genus is the same way but makes it with 2oz very nice. It doesn't have as quick a tip as my Tica or Tsunami, but will be thrown out in the same weight range to date and it's light as a feather. I know you're a hard caster I think you'd be very happy with its performance in the
range of 1 to 2 ounces. I'm going to take a picture in a few so you can see the rod and the joint. I like Al it's a really beautiful rod. Deep color burgandy, Al I didn't know they did it in a 3pound curve dough I would have one of them as well! Sammas I wish you on them striped carp I've been around the world fishing for quite
a while, but what the heck is a test curve??? · · Starter and #12 October 16, 2009 Here's a few photos. Eric sick try to get one of my buddies to take a picture of his boot Al, I see you on the left coast. I, too, when I bought my predator. You've heard more about them there. I heard a lot of guys used them for salmon on
big rivers. Is that what you're using yours for? I like burgandy, but I particullary like rough wraps. Its almost like the tea-head that built the rod said: Bloody hell, for the price they can kiss mine before I will sand it. Still going Montuak, but it will be a real nasty Nor'Easter this weekend. Great for fishing, but whiplash predator
may have to wait for something lighter than 4 ounce bucktails and cans, but if the wind settles I'll start throwing it for some striped carp! I use this rod with my Diawa Emblem spinning reel. I use this combo from time to time for easy fishing. I drop a shot of live bait or a sip with this rod. I also use this combo for sliding float
fishing (see slip float fishing for Steelhead) salmon outfits I use Lamiglas rods and Abu Garcia drums like my Blue Yonder and Penn drums like my Mag 10. In my experience, this rod is not tough enough for salmon fishing. When a large salmon does run down the river this rod lacks a spine to control the fish. · Thanks for
the photo. I think its just the easiest way to take a rice rod with a rod and lines tied to a fence. to simulate the fish on, and imitate on the cast. · Has anyone used 1 3/4 models? I was thinking of getting one and putting one of my Stradic 4000 on it. They are on sale right now for $59 lol im so stupid. forgot an important
question. Clutch length? and rice of the collected rod. How many guides? How about the casting version? do they update them too? it really sucks where I live. No BPS or Cabelas nearby. d't lol im so stupid. forgot an important question. Clutch length? and rice of the collected rod. How many guides? How about the
casting version? do they update them too? it really sucks where I live. No BPS or Cabelas nearby. d'T Just looked at the Cabelas website and they only have a casting model in 1 3/4, which is estimated to be 1/4 to 2 ounces NcRon, I used a 40lb bbg mono for a shock leader. Rated for three, so started there. I threw 4oz,
and more, but the peload becomes sloppy. Have fun! Thanks again for telling me about the new seat coils I love throwing metal and cans and bucks with it though. · Just looked at the Cabelas site and they only have a casting model in 1 3/4, which is estimated at 1/4 to 2 ounces I just might get this rod. I have a Shimano
Curado 301DSV to put on it. · Discussion Starter and #20 October 26, 2009 lol im so stupid. forgot an important question. Clutch length? and rice of the collected rod. How many guides? How about the casting version? They them too? it really sucks where I live. No BPS or Cabelas nearby. d'T clutch length 24 3/4 inches
to fixed bonnet It has 10 guides, one on the butt butt whip. Im not sure about the casting of the version, I would hope they would update it as well. Im thinking of trying one of these too. I've only thrown 1 and 2 ounces with it, but he absolutely loves these weights. Here's a picture of the boot rod with a simple cast, with 2
ounces of glass minnow minnow
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